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Ghassan Hage is the University of Melbourne's Future Generation Professor of 

Anthropology and Social Theory, and a Fellow of the Australian Academy of the Humanities. 

Hage has published widely in the comparative anthropology of nationalism, 

multiculturalism, racism and migration. An expert of the Lebanese Diaspora worldwide, on 

which he did ethnographic research for decades, his work combines approaches from 

political economy, phenomenology and psychoanalysis, paying homage to the legacy of 

Bourdieu. Among his most renowned works “White Nation”(2000) and “Against Paranoid 

Nationalism”(2003). His latest publication “Is Racism an Environmental Threat?” (2017) 

argues that discrimination and the ecological crisis emanate from the same mode of inhabiting the world, 

occupying and exploiting the other(s). 

 

1. What does “home” mean to you, in light of your work and disciplinary approach? 

Well, a first classic assumption is that a house is not a home. It’s relations that make a home, and 

with relations the political creeps in in surprising ways. I have always been more interested into the 

political aspects of home, how homely feelings are generated in specific places, be it a house or a 

wider geographical space such a neighbourhood or town, or an imaginative space of belonging, such 

as the Nation.  

We may also see a slight difference between feeling and being at home: occupying a space does not 

necessarily mean you develop a homely attachment to it. That’s the case of many migrants: some 

of them may be physically at home but feel detached from it, whereas others might be away from 

home but still feel they are connected or belong to it. And there’s no simple equation between a 

place of origin and one of destination, or of several movements across time, as I tried to articulate 

about the continuous ambivalence of multiple spatiality for diasporic subjects. Besides, some may 

also cultivate cosmopolitan feelings, that presumably should make one’s feel at home in the world, 

but that’s another mystification. 

As an anthropologist, I believe that our discipline can make a claim to offer a specific and very 

distinct contribution to study home and migration. First, in terms of approach, as far as ethnography 

is concerned, thanks to the richness and depth of its accounts. Second, in a more theoretical sense, 

in refusing to universalize any façade of what is said to be home. Last, anthropologists should not 

just collect diverse ideas and practices of home, and put them forth for comparison, but also dispute 



the assertion that home is the foremost people’s pursue in daily life. Although you are focusing on 

home as your object of enquiry, you should not overstate its importance at all times, risking to turn 

yourself into a metaphoric housewife!  

 

2. Are there key empirical and methodological challenges in researching home and migration? 

Again, with anthropology it’s a question of multiplicity. Considering migration matters, ethnographic 

and phenomenological perspectives offer us a plurality of “inhabitancy”, of how and where people 

inhabit. Ethnographers should consider both ways of home and locations of home, as well as the 

relationship between them. People might make themselves at home in a certain way here, in 

another there, and so on… and within this plurality of inhabitancy there are different degrees of 

consistency and change to be grasped. As a student of Bourdieu myself, I admit that there is a 

genealogy of thoughts between ways of inhabiting and habits, between modes of inhabitancy and 

habitus. Inhabiting is not just about sitting there, but rather being inserted in the place, related to 

it, deploying yourself in it and towards the world. Within an ontological perspective, I would collapse 

ways of insertion, relation and deployment of oneself in the mode of inhabitancy.  

 

3. Our project examines processes of home-making within contemporary mobilities, esp. 

modes of inhabiting enacted by economic migrants and refugees. Do you think such 

investigation could add to social integration or orient policy-making?  

Sure, that’s the advantage of studying migration with an anthropological approach. Ethnography 

can definitely add something to the understanding of cultural diversity and social integration, and it 

does so from a perspective alternative to that of the State. I suppose that anthropology, at least my 

way of conceiving and doing it, has a bias towards multiplicity, against a monolithic view of 

integration as it features in the paradigm of multiculturalism. Seeing how plurality can co-exist is 

very different from trying to sort out how plurality can be managed. There is no policy document 

that I know, having reviewed quite a lot of them, that does not contain the authoritarian phrasing 

“as long as”: diversity is conceivable for the mind of the State provided it is conditional, it conforms 

to some not negotiable values sustained by a majority. This reveals how the mainstream discourse 

on respect for diversity is often superficial, while it conceals homogenising desires.  

Even the term ‘respect’ doesn’t seem totally appropriate when we talk about diversity: it’s like ‘hate’ 

or ‘love’. I think we should free ourselves from this prescriptive postures in considering others, even 



from this imperative of communication. Anthropology shows that people do not systematically 

relate to each other in terms of group associations, but interact in more personal and ever 

transforming ways, they keep on negotiating how to exist together. While of course we condemn 

racism or other forms of discrimination, we shouldn’t exasperate the need for harmonious 

conviviality: especially when different people happen to be stuck together, there might be mutual 

disinterest or avoidance. Anthropology accounts for these phenomena, and thus might provide 

original data for policy makers, but it should remain a knowledge enterprise free of vested interests.  

 

4. We define “homing” as a special relationship with place that involves private homes as 

well as neighbourhoods, cities, or countries. What connections do you see between these 

spaces of attachment?  

Home is indeed a multiscale object of research. In the lectures I gave here these days I used both 

my material from the work on nationalism, thus considering a broader home sphere, and from my 

ethnography on the lenticular condition of migrants seen in their private homes. I think there’s a 

relationship of facilitation between the micro and macro in claiming to be and feel at home, a two-

way relation. For some migrants, the lack of recognition in the public space, as a form of exclusion, 

may affect the way their households are held, possibly infused with authoritarianism. Overall, there 

is a double tie between the small and large scale of home, as much as there is a tie between here 

and there, origin and destination contexts.  

I clearly remember when, long time ago, I was interviewing this greengrocer (a diasporic Lebanese): 

he really loved his store, checking how everything was neatly positioned… his cucumbers, tomatoes 

etcetera. I observed ‘wow, everything is so well arranged here!’ and he replied with a sad smile ‘yes, 

unlike my life…’ This vignette reveals how the man felt better in control of his inner home (not a 

dwelling place, but his own working one), than of his outer environment. Anyway, this is just one 

possible feedback between a smaller and a larger space of affection: there are endless variants of 

this interlacement between micro and macro home spaces. For example, some Lebanese migrants 

in Australia would state that they felt more in control of their homes there than back homeland, 

where unlawful conditions did not allow them to feel secure.  

We generally think that the most important aspect to consider when studying people’s mobility is 

culture, but there are many factors that fall into this simplistic model. I have another good example 

of how anthropology can make a difference in understanding the range of human experiences in 

spite of apparently analogous situations. There was this guy whose case study I included in a book 



chapter on migration and male sexuality. Candidly confessing his sexual dysfunction to me as if I was 

a therapist, this Lebanese villager, moved to the US years earlier, ascribed to migration his decline 

in erotic performance: ‘migration really fucks you’ he would sigh. While as a young man he had been 

known as a womanizer in his village, since he moved to Boston with his maternal uncle his macho 

status dwindled. In the gender folklore of rural Lebanon, looking like one’s mother’s brother meant 

being seen as a rather feminine male: a social stigma which he bore evidently as he was dependant 

on that very kin member in their new home place. Friends assumed that the man did not integrate 

well into urban America. Yet, his story could only be grasped when connecting masculinities across 

the migration process. Moreover, it was the depth of ethnography, which my informant lured as 

psychoanalytic practice, that yielded a thick understanding of diasporic life traumas.  

 

5. Which strategies would you suggest for conducting ethnography in/with migrant 

households while complying with privacy and ethical concerns? 

See, things have got worse over the past few years, due to the development of this neoliberal 

legality which does not really aim to interrogate the status of ethnography, rather to prevent its 

mis-interpellation. Ethical committees and guidelines are nowadays more bent towards addressing 

the threat: ‘who’s gonna sue us?’ To me doing good ethnography is like picking grapes in the field; 

interactions on-field can hardly ever be anticipated. One practical measure we must adopt to 

engage ethically with our research participants is to articulate very specific consent from people. 

We have to learn to establish viable relations with ethical committees as much as with the 

individuals, families or groups we work with. I told you that I conducted ethnography for many years 

with one Lebanese diaspora family only, extended and resettled in different locations over the globe. 

Well, I sometimes had screaming battles with them on what I could use as material for my research 

out of the daily time spent together. Of course there are limits and forms of editing in what we 

select for collection, analysis and dissemination. That’s not to say that some data get wasted. All 

knowledge is useful, but we must always know the conditions under which it is produced.  

 Thanks so much for sharing this all with us! 


